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Robust Control Design of an Electro-Hydraulic Actuator
Bala´zs Ne´meth, Bala´zs Varga and Pe´ter Ga´spa´r
Abstract— The paper proposes a hierarchical control designof an electro-hydraulic actuator. The high-level hydromotor ismodeled with a linear form with parametric uncertainty, whilethe low-level spool valve is modeled with a polynomial system.The subsystems require different control strategies. At the highlevel a robust H∞/μ control is used in order to meet theperformance specifications. At the low level a Control LyapunovFunction-based algorithm is proposed, which calculates discretecontrol input values for the valve. The interaction between thetwo control systems is guaranteed by the spool displacement,which is the control input at the high level and must be trackedat the low level. The operation of the actuator control systemis illustrated through a simulation example.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Hydraulic actuators are used in several engineering appli-cations, therefore, developing advanced control methods forthese systems is relevant. One of these applications is activeanti-roll bars, which enhance the roll stability of vehicles.The literature of hydraulic control systems is very ex-tensive. The robotic applications of the commonly-usedelectronically-controlled actuators, such as electromagneticmotors, hydraulic, pneumatic and piezoelectric actuatorswere detailed and compared, see e.g., [1]. A nonlinear PIDcontroller for a hydraulic positioning system was proposedby [2]. A velocity tracking robust PID control of an hydrauliccylinder based on linear model with parameter uncertaintieswas published in [3]. A sliding control to deal with a highlynonlinear model was proposed by [4]. In [5] and [6] a robustlow-order control design of an electro-hydraulic cylinder waspresented and analyzed on a test bed. In [7] a feedbackcontrol scheme for motion control of nonlinear high-ordersystems was proposed. A Fuzzy control was also proposedfor the design of a hydraulic cylinder, see [8].The paper focuses on an electro-hydraulic actuator, i.e.,an oscillating hydromotor and a spool valve. The oscillatinghydromotor is a rotary actuator with two cells, which areseparated by vanes. The pressure difference between thevanes generates a torque on the central shaft, which has alimited rotation angle. The hydromotor is connected to asymmetric 4/2 four-way valve and the spool is controlled bya solenoid valve. The spool has a limited distance to traveland the input current can only take discrete values. Since thepresented system has a high energy density, it requires smallspace and it has low mass. Besides, the actuator has a simpleconstruction, but it requires an external high-pressure pump[9].
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Fig. 1. Oscillating hydromotor actuator
The control-oriented model of the actuator is separatedinto two subsystems. The high-level hydromotor is modeledwith a linear form with parametric uncertainty, while thelow-level spool valve is modeled with a polynomial system.The subsystems require different control strategies. At thehigh level a robust H∞/μ control is used in order to meetthe performance specifications. At the low level a Con-trol Lyapunov Function-based algorithm is proposed, whichcalculates discrete control input values for the valve. Theinteraction between the two control systems is guaranteedby the spool displacement, which is the control input at thehigh level and must be tracked at the low level.The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents thecontrol-oriented hydromotor and valve models. Section IIIproposes the control design of the spool valve. Section IVpresents the hierarchical control structure and proposes thedesign of the robust control of the hydromotor. Section Villustrates the operation of the multi-level control systemthrough a simulation example. Finally, Section VI gives someconcluding remarks.
II. MODELING THE ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR
A. Modeling the hydromotor
In the following the control-oriented modeling of thehydromotor is proposed. The output of the system is the ac-tuator torque Mact, which improves the roll dynamics of thevehicle. The input of the system is the electromagnetic valvemotion xv . The illustration of the hydromotor constructionis found in Figure 1.The pressures in the chambers depend on the flows of thecircuits Q1, Q2. pL is the load pressure difference between
the two chambers. The average flow of the system, assumingthe supply pressure ps is constant, is as follows:
QL(xv, pL) = CdA(xv)
√
1
ρ
(ps − xv|xv|pL) (1)
This equation can be linearized around (xv,0; pL,0) such as
QL = Kqxv −KcpL (2)
where Kq is the valve flow gain coefficient and Kc is thevalve pressure coefficient, see [9]. In this modeling principle,the hydromotor model does not take into account the frictionforce and the external leakage flow. The compressibility ofthe fluid is function of the system pressure and the percentageof air trapped in the system. The volumetric flow in thechambers is formed as
p˙L =
4βE
Vt
(QL − Vpϕ+ cl1ϕ˙− cl2pL) (3)
where βE is the effective bulk modulus, Vt is the total volumeunder pressure and Vp is proportional to the areas of vanecross-sections. cl1 and cl2 are parameters of the leakage flow.The motion equation of the shaft rotation ϕ˙ due pL andthe external load Mdist can be written as follows:
Jφ¨ = −daϕ˙+ VppL +Mdist (4)
where J is the mass of the hydromotor shaft and vanes, dais the damping constant of the system. The actuator torque
Mact is written as:
Mact = 2Av
de
2
pL (5)
with Av being the area of the vanes and de is the effectivediameter of the vanes.Using (3) and (4) the state-space representation of thehydromotor is formed as:
x˙HM = AHMxHM +B1HMw +B2HMu (6)
where the state vector is xHM = [pL, ϕ˙, ϕ]T .
B. Modeling the electromagnetic valve
The electronically controlled spool valve is modeled in apolynomial form, which creates dependence between current
i and spool displacement xv. The motion equation of thevalve is written as follows:
1
ω2v
x¨v +
2Dv
ωv
x˙v + xv = kvω
2
vi (7)
where kv valve gain equals
kv =
QN√
ΔpN/2
1
uvmax
. (8)
QN is the rated flow at rated pressure and maximum inputcurrent, pN is the pressure drop at rated flow and uvmax isthe maximum rated current. Dv is the valve damping coef-ficient, which can be calculated from the apparent dampingratio. ωv stands for the natural frequency of the valve [8].Let Kf = ω2v , which is a spring-stiffness-like parameter. Inthe model the nonlinear friction of the valve is neglected.
The flow force stiffness of the system for control purposesis approximated as [9]
Kf (xv) ≈ 0.43(ps − pL) ∙ w(xv) (9)
where w is the area ratio depending on xv . The stiffness
K
′
f has a maximum value at xv = 0, while at large valvedisplacement
lim
|xv|→∞
Kf (xv) = 0. (10)
The illustration of Kf is shown in Figure 2 (nonlinearcomplex model). However, it is necessary to consider thatthe spool valve displacement is limited due to physicalconstraints (xv,max = ±0.01m). Therefore, at xv,max theparameter Kf (xv,max) is modified to a large value. It guar-antees that the valve does not cause saturation. The modifiedpiecewise function Kf (xv) is shown in Figure 2 (Broken linesaturation approximation). Although the piecewise modelingresults an appropriate formulation, for control-oriented mod-eling purposes a polynomial approximation is used. Thus,
Kf is approximated by a tenth-order polynomial of xv onthe domain [−xv,max,+xv,max].
Kf (xv) = p10x
10
v + p9x
9
v + ...+ p1xv + p0 (11)
where pi are the coefficients of the polynomial. Figure 2 alsoshows the polynomial approximation Kf (xv).
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Fig. 2. Approximation of parameter Kf
Finally, the original dynamical equation (7) is transformedto the next form using (11)
x¨v = −2Dvωx˙v −Kf (xv)xv + kvω2vi (12)
III. CONTROL STRATEGY OF THE VALVE
The valve control aims to track the reference spool dis-placement, defined by the controller of the hydromotor. Thisperformance must be satisfied with the shortest settling timepossible. Also the control input i can only take three discretevalues:
i = {−imax, i0, imax} , (13)
where i0 = 0. The control strategy is based on the ControlLyapunov Function. It is used to test whether a control inputis able to stabilize the system.
Definition: Let a dynamical system be given the form
x˙(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u (14)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ R and f and g are smooth vectorfields and f(0) = 0. A function V is a Control LyapunovFunction if V : Rn → R is a smooth, radially unboundedand positive definite function.
The existence of such function implies that the system isasymptotically stabilizable at the origin, see [10].
The dynamical system has a differentiable Control-Lyapunov Function if and only if there exists a regularstabilizing feedback u(x). It is called Artstein’s theorem.The tracking error of the control is given as follows:
e = xv,ref − xv. (15)
The derivative of this expression, assuming that the referencesignal is constant for a given interval:
e˙ = −x˙. (16)
Define the function r and its derivative:
r =e˙+ αe = −x˙v + α(xv,ref − xv), (17a)
r˙ =e¨+ αe˙ = −x¨v − αx˙v, (17b)
where α is a positive tuning parameter. Let the LyapunovFunction be given in the form
V =
1
2
r2 (18)
This function is positive definite for every r. By derivingthis function and substituting (17) the following equation isobtained:
V˙ = rr˙ = (−x¨v − αx˙v)(−x˙v + α(xv,ref − xv)) (19)
Substituting the first row of (12) into (19):
(2Dvx˙v +Kfxv − kvi− αx˙v) (−x˙v + α(xv,ref − x)) = 0(20)By performing the multiplications, formally an equation ofan ellipsoid for x˙v and xv is obtained. The solution to theequation gives the limit of the controllable regions, whereinthe states of the system can exist. The equation is written asfollows:
Aex˙v
2 +Bex
2
v + Cex˙vxv +Dex˙v + Eexv + Fe = 0 (21)
where Ae, Be...Fe are the coefficients of the ellipsoid whichare achieved by rearranging: Ae = α − 2Dv , Be =
−Kf (x2) − 2Dvα + α2, Ce = −Kf (x2)α, De = kvω2vi +
2Dvαxref − α2xref , Ee = Kf (x2)αxref + kvω2viα, Fe =
−kvω2viαxref .The parameter α must be tuned so that the system canreach the feasible states with the given control input. Notethat Ae, Be, Ce, De, Ee, Fe are all functions of α so it has asignificant effect on the shape of the set of the controllableregions. To achieve an acceptable performance, the afore-mentioned parameter must be selected carefully.The states which can be stabilized by the control input areshown in Figure 3. Since the coefficients in (21) depend onthe states, the ellipsoid is degenerated and opened on the x˙v,
xv plane. The reference signal xv,ref can only take values
Fig. 3. Controllability regions of the discrete control inputs (xv,ref = 0m)
between ±xv,sat, which represent the saturation where thespool of the valve can not open more. The subsets whereeach control input can stabilize the plant are indicated withdifferent colors. There are two domains where none of thecontrol inputs can stabilize the system. However, this doesnot pose a problem since the system is stable, see (12). Thereare also domains where multiple inputs can take the system tothe reference value. The control strategy exploits this featureto switch between control inputs.The control algorithm for the spool valve is based onsolving the Control Lyapunov Function. For every time stepthe control strategy calculates the values of the ellipsoids(21) by substituting the momentary values of the states andthe reference signal for each discrete control input. Thecontroller switches between input signals by choosing theappropriate solution. In the strategy the lowest value of thepossible solutions is selected in order to guarantee referencetracking, i.e., xv tends toward xv,ref .Assuming Emax, E0, Emin are the solutions of theellipsoid equations (21) for imax, i0, imin respectively,the control algorithm can be formulated mathematically asfollows:
i =

0 when {Emax, E0, Emin} ≥ 0
imax when min {Emax, E0, Emin} = Emax
i0 when min {Emax, E0, Emin} = E0
imin when min {Emax, E0, Emin} = Emin(22)For energy saving considerations, the control strategypresented above shall be augmented with an additionalcriterion. If the reference torque on the high level Mref is apredefined small value, the control input is always set at zero.This criterion is necessary because otherwise the output xvwould fluctuate around the reference xv,ref , which is zeroat this point and the controlled system would never reachequilibrium.
IV. ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN OF THE HYDROMOTOR
The actuator can be separated into two subsystems: thehydromotor (high level) and the valve (low level), whichare interconnected. The goal of the hydromotor control is totrack a reference torque Mref . The output signal of the high-level controller Kact,up is a reference spool displacement
xv,ref , which must be realized by the valve. The tracking ofthis reference signal is ensured by the low-level controller
Kact,low, which computes discrete values of current i on thesolenoids, which cause the displacement of the spool.In case of the independent control design the globalstability of the controlled interconnected system must beensured. A possible solution to guarantee the global stabilityof the individually stable systems is to prove the existenceof a Common Lyapunov Function. In this paper the globalstability of the system is guaranteed by the robust controldesign of the high-level control. In the design method theinaccuracy of the low-level tracking control is incorporated,which guarantees the interaction in the hierarchy. Moreover,other uncertainties of the actuator are considered in the robustcontrol method.In the following the robust control design of the upper-level hydromotor is presented. The purpose of the controldesign is to guarantee the tracking of the reference torque
Mref by an appropriate valve motion xv , which is physicallyrealized by the low-level controlled valve system. Anotherimportant goal of the robust control design is to guaranteethe global stability of the entire controlled actuator. Firstuncertainties of the actuator is detailed and second the robust
H∞/μ design is proposed.
A. Uncertainties of the actuator
1) Inaccuracy of low-level control: The aim of the anal-ysis is to formulate the maximum tracking error of the low-level control. The result is incorporated in the design ofthe high-level robust control. Thus, the effect of the valvepositioning inaccuracy is minimized.The process of the analysis is the following. Several sim-ulations are performed using different initial values xv(0),
x˙v(0) and reference position xv,ref . The intervals of theinitial values are xv(0) = −0.01 m. . . 0.01 m, x˙v(0) =
−0.1 m/s . . . 0.1 m/s and xv,ref = −0.01 m. . . 0.01 m.In each case the maximum tracking error is calculated. The
 
 
Fig. 4. Relative frequency of valve positioning
statistical results of the analysis are illustrated in Figure 4. Itcan be stated that the relative error of the valve positioningis reasonable. The error is below 0.1% and the maximumvalue is 1.7%.
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Fig. 5. Bulk modulus with different air contents
The results of the simulation-based statistical analysis areused for the modeling of an uncertainty in a multiplicativeform. In the robust control design the worst case scenario isconsidered.2) Uncertainty of the Bulk modulus: The Bulk modulus
βE of the system (6) is an important physical parameterin the behavior of the hydromotor. It depends on severalparameters, such as pressure and entrapped air. Generally,the pressure dependence at constant temperature can beformulated as βE = −V0 ∂p∂V , where V0 is the initial volumeand p is the pressure of the chamber.Furthermore, βE depends significantly on the percentageof entrapped air in the system [9]. It seriously affects systemperformance in terms of loss of hydraulic power, slowerresponse time, degradation in accuracy and the change innatural frequencies, which may cause stability issues [11].When air is present in the system, the bulk modulus can beconsidered as two springs, connected in series:
1
βE
=
1
βfluid
+
Vair
Vtotal
1
βair
(23)
The adiabatic bulk modulus of air can be written as follows:
βair =
cp
cv
p = 1.4p (24)
where cp and cv are heat capacities at constant pressure andconstant volume, respectively. Let s = Vair/Vtotal be thepercentage of air in the system. Using the expressions above,(23) can be written into the following form:
1
βE
=
1
βfluid
+
s
1.4p
(25)
The connection between pressure and air content is illustratedin Figure 5.It can be stated that βE is an important uncertain parameterof the system, which must be handled, see [12]. To formulate
βE as a real parametric uncertainty, it is written in a lowerlinear fractional transformation (LFT) form:
βE = βˉe(1 + deδe) = Fl
([
βˉe 1
deβˉe 0
]
, δe
)
= Fl(Me, δe)
(26)
In the LFT structure the relationship between the outputand the input of the block Me is y˜e = βˉeu˜e + ue, whilethe uncertainty block δe is pulled out of the equation. βˉedenotes the nominal value of the parameter and de is a scalar,
which represents the percentage of variation that is allowedfor a given parameter around its nominal value. Moreover,
−1 ≤ δe ≤ 1 determines the actual parameter deviation. Inthe formulation of parametric uncertainties, δe, i ∈ (e) blockmust be pulled out of the motion equations.The formulated y˜e output is used in (3) to express theparametric uncertainty of the system as follows:
p˙L =
4βˉe
Vt
(
Kˉqxv − KˉcpL − Vpϕ+ cl1ϕ˙− cl2pL
)
+
+
4
Vt
(
βˉeuq − βˉeuc + ue
) (27)
B. Robust H∞/μ control design
After the formulation of uncertainties, the robust controldesign of the hydromotor is presented. The purpose of thecontrol is to guarantee the tracking performance of thesystem, formulated as follows:
z =Mref −Mact; |z| → min (28)
where Mref is a reference torque signal, which is definedby the vehicle dynamic control. The goal of the controlleris to guarantee criterion (28) against parameter uncertaintiesand disturbances (sensor noise and external load).In the state-space representation, on which the control de-sign is based, the parametric uncertainty and the inaccuracyof the low-level control are involved. Modifying the originalsystem description (6) and considering the formulated per-formance (28), the hydromotor state-space representation isformed as:
x˙HM = AHM,uxHM +B1HM,uw +B2HM,uu (29a)
zHM = C1xHM +D1,1w (29b)
yHM = CHMxHM (29c)
where the state vector, the disturbance and thecontrol input are xHM = [pL ϕ˙ ϕ]T , wu =[
Mdist Mref ue wn
]T and uu = xv, respectively.In H∞/μ control design several weighting functions areformulated which guarantee a balance between the perfor-mances and scale the different signals of the system. Figure 6illustrates the closed-loop interconnection structure of controldesign.The performance z is considered with a weighting func-tions in the following form: Wz = (α1s+ α0)/(T1s+ T0),where α1, α0 and T1, T0 are design parameters. The role of
Wdist and Wref is to scale torque disturbance signal Mdistand reference torque Mref . The control system requiresthe measurement of tracking error Mref −Mact, as shownin Figure 6. The sensor noise wn of the measured signalis considered with weighting function Wn, which givesinformation about the bound of noise amplitude. Two uncer-tainty blocks are involved in the closed-loop interconnectionstructure. Δr incorporates the parametric uncertainty of thesystem, while Δm represents the uncertainty on the controlinput signal, which is derived from the imprecise realizationof xv during low-level control. Wu = (αu,2s2 + αu,1s +
αu,0)/(Tu,1s
2 + Tu,1s + Tu,0) scales the bound of input
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Fig. 6. Closed-loop interconnection structure
multiplicative uncertainty, where αu,2, αu,1, αu,0 and Tu,2,
Tu,1, Tu,0 are design parameters.In the robust H∞/μ control design the controller synthesisproblem is the following. Find a controller K such that
μΔ˜(M(iω)) ≤ 1, ∀ω ⇔ min
K∈Kstab
[
max
ω
μ(M(iω))
] (30)
where μ is the function of the structured singular valueof the system M(iω) with a given uncertainty set Δ˜ =
diag[Δr,Δm,Δp]. Δr represents the parametric uncertain-ties, Δm describes the unmodelled dynamics and Δp is afictitious uncertainty block, which incorporates the perfor-mance objectives into the μ framework.The optimization problem can be solved in an iterativeway by using scaling components. For fixed K the problemof finding scaling components D and G is based on opti-mization problems. For calculated scaling components theproblem of finding controller K(s) leads to another opti-mization step. The procedure is called a standard D,G−Kiteration. The optimization problem is intractable in mostcases, but an ad hoc algorithm has been developed, see [13].
V. DEMONSTRATION EXAMPLE
In this section the operation of the electro-hydraulic actua-tor is presented through a simulation example. The maximumspool valve displacement is |xv,sat| = 0.01m, the discretecurrent inputs are i = {−0.35; 0; 0.35}A.The reference torque signal Mref is generated by thevehicle dynamic control. The torque tracking performance ofthe actuator is shown in Figure 7(a). In most of the simulationthe difference between Mact and Mref is sufficiently lowas illustrated in Figure 7(b). The relative tracking erroris approximately 1%. The tracking error only increases athigh reference torque values and it is proportional to themagnitude of the reference signal. Noise on the torquemeasurement shown in Figure 7(c) does not have a significanteffect on the tracking performances. Thus, the undesirablesensor noise can be rejected by the designed robust H∞/μcontrol.The valve positioning is shown in Figure 7(d). The lower-level operates with high precision, and does not exceed thesaturation limit of the actuator. The control current of thevalve system i is found in Figure 7(e). The Figure 7 shows
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Fig. 7. Time responses of the closed-loop actuator
that the low-level control is able to work adequately withfixed input values.
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper has proposed the control design of an electro-hydraulic actuator. The design is in line with the conceptof hierarchical control systems. The control-oriented modelof the hydromotor is formed as a linear system whilethe valve is a polynomial system. The valve model has astate constraint for the spool displacement due to physicalconsiderations and it uses the Control Lyapunov Functionto calculate discrete input current values. The hydromotorcontrol is based on the H∞/μ method, in which the in-accuracy of the lower-level control, parametric uncertaintyand disturbances are incorporated. Thus, it guarantees thestability of the entire system. The advantage of this modulardesign is that the different requirements can be guaranteedfor smaller-complexity subsystems. Simulation results provethat the control system can effectively track the referencetorque in reasonable bounds, while the constraint of thesystem is not violated.
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